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Callitecture 
What is Calligraphy? 
To answer this question we must first of all 
ask ourselves: What is writing, and how do 
the objective and purpose of writing differ 
from that of calligraphy? 
Writing stores information essential to the 
social, economic and political survival of a 
particular group. It is thus intimately con-
nected with the practical well-being and 
physical survival of society. Calligraphy 
makes a statement about particular society, 
a statement about the sum total of its 
cultural and historical heritage. Calligra-
phy is more than beautiful writing. It results 
from an interaction of several essential 
elements: the attitude of society to 
writing; the importance and function of 
the text; definite, often mathematically 
based, rules about the correct interaction 
between lines and space and their 
relationship to each other; and mastery 
and understanding of the script, the 
writing material and tools used for 
writing. Unlike writing, the art of calligraphy 
cannot be acquired simply by learning; it 
demands insight and individuality, but 
individuality expressed within strictly 
prescribed boundaries. Calligraphy is to a 
large extent an expression of harmony, as 
perceived by a particular civilization. The 
calligrapher is in harmony with his script, his 
tools, the text and his own spiritual heritage. 
A history of calligraphy-Albertine Gaur 
thesis d~iign report 5 
Callitecture 
The Emergence of Calligraphy 
Why then did some societies develop (or 
feel the need to develop) calligraphy, 
whereas others produced at best sporadic 
manifestations of beautiful writing which in 
the final instance failed to become codified 
systems of styles and scripts? A basic 
requirement is without doubt the presence 
of enabling agents such as congenial 
writing tools and forms of writing mate-
rial. Added to this must be not only 
motivation, but also a definitely perceived 
need for a visible declaration of cultural 
unity. On this definition, only three civiliza-
tions have produced true calligraphy: the 
Arabs (and those who use the Arabic 
script); the Chinese (and those who use the 
Chinese script); and Western civilization 
based on Roman letters, Roman laws and 
the Christian Church. Though visually vastly 
different in each civilization, the purpose of 
calligraphy in each case is basically the 
same: to act as a lcorporate logo' for the 
whole extended group. The differences 
are based on three elements: the different 
in script, the motivation, which prompted 
the development of calligraphic traditions 
in the first place, and the ultimate 
objective of those traditions within a 
given cultural, religious and political 
context. 
A history of calligraphy-Albertine Gaur 




The Three Traditions of Calligraphy 
Why then did some societies develop (or feel the 
need to develop) calligraphy, whereas others pro-
duced at best sporadic manifestations of beautiful 
writing which in the final instance failed to become 
codified systems of styles and scripts? A basic 
requirement is without doubt the presence of 
enabling agents such as congenial writing tools 
and forms of writing material. Added to this must 
be not only motivation, but also a definitely 
perceived need for a visible declaration of cultural 
unity. On this definition, only three civilizations have 
produced true calligraphy: the Arabs (and those 
who use the Arabic script); the Chinese (and those 
who use the Chinese script); and Western civiliza-
tion based on Roman letters, Roman laws and the 
Christian Church. Though visually vastly different in 
each civilization, the purpose of calligraphy in each 
case is basically the same: to act as a 'corporate 
logo' for the whole extended group. The differ-
ences are based on three elements: the different 
in script, the motivation, which prompted the 
development of calligraphic traditions in the first 
place, and the ultimate objective of those tradi-
tions within a given cultural, religious and political 
context. 





I taught Western Calligraphy in district town hall when 
I was in high school,丨 didn't practise after I entered 
university. However, my secondary teacher who is 
now teaching in Open University contacted me 
recently and asked me to write a piece of calligraphy 
for his seminar. It recalled my passion towards 
calligraphy and I felt that few people in Hong Kong 
can have a chance to know what it is, to me I got alot 
from calligraphy, I want to share it with other people. 
In Hong Kong, there are one Western calligraphy 
club, but they don't have a permanent venue for their 
gatherings, so I want to do a Western Calligraphy 
center( it may not be a building) to promote Calligra-
phy in Hong Kong. It seems they are all about my 
personal memory, however, calligraphy is in the 
curriculum of HKCEE, Art and Design Subject, it can 
recall lot of peoples' memories when they come to 
that building. (Collective memory) 
I felt that few people in Hong Kong can have a 
chance to know what calligraphy is, to me it is a form 
of escapism from the stressful world, and my mission 
is to promote calligraphy and share it with other 
people, especially for the secondary students. 
• calligraphy as personal well-being (practicing 
moral culture, moulding temperament, building 
both physical & mental health) 
• calligraphy as art 
Architectural Issues: 
Calligraphy is aesthetic, not only in terms of how you 
see but how you think and feel and understand, 
because the form is elemental in the formation of 
culture and its association with language. Calligraphy 
contains a structure that represents a coherent, 
i n t e l l i g i b l e world. Can architecture confirm that? 
- E r i c Owen Moss 
To explore the new possibilities of architecture 
through calligraphy and develop an architectural 
calligraphy/calligraphic architecture. 




Calligraphy + Architecture = Callitecture: 
Design Idea: Calligraphy and architecture are all 
about spaces, not only 2 dimensional, but 3 dimen-
sional (letter sculpture). I will analyze the strokes, 
spaces, moods in the Chinese calligraphy {see 
attachment), and then generate/transform to new 
spaces for the building. The building can capture the 
essence of calligraphy and itself is a three dimen-
sional calligraphy. 
The qualities in calligraphy which can transform to 
architecture. 
Equilibrium/balance 
Solid & void 




Degree of overlapping 
Minimalness 
Energy 




Continuity of space 
Proportion 











Proposed Site 1: 
Pak Sha 0 Village, Sai Kung, New Territories 
The village is in the Sai Kung Peninsula, but it is part 
of Tai Po District. It was settled in about 1847 by at 
least six families from two villages in Guangdong. 
In 1899，there were 150 families in the village who 
worked as farmers, fishermen and lime burners. 
In the 1950's, such villages lost their population 
because people moved to the newly rich towns. In 
1970’ there were only four villagers living there. 
There was no farming any more. 
Now there are six elderly people who have decided to 
live there, and half of the houses are rented to 
Europeans who use them for weekend homes to 
move away from the busy city life. The village is also 
popular with hikers and visitors from the surrounding 
Country Park. 
Some houses are made of mud-bricks, others are of 
traditional hard "fired" bricks. There is an unusual 
"ancestral hall" because it is like a walled village 
inside village,^vyithlti own gb f^d tower. Tl[ii§5|ifj^f 
very high quality Bricks. I 
y ， 似.酬避 、々、_々 -I一，f \；，， 
The^ Tiny Roman Catholic Church wa^^uilt 16^ 1930. ^ 
This may be o^e unspoiled traditi^Sf''’'、 
villagesjn Hor)g1^0g ( 」 • ^ 々 
















First impression in mind is to build a calligraphy 
centre consists: 
• Exhibition spaces for holding exhibitions from 
around the world 
• Classrooms for lectures 
• Workshops for practicing 
• Lodging facilities for retreat camps 
• Library/AV room 
Proposed Client: 
ALPHA BETA CLUB, THE HONG KONG SOCIETY 
OF WESTERN CALLIGRAPHIC ART 
It was on January the second, 1988, when Derick 
Pao and his calligraphy students got together in the 
Lee Garden Hotel coffee shop decided that a society 
for western calligraphy in Hong Kong should be 
formed and named ALPHA BETA 
CLUB, THE HONG KONG SOCIETY OF WESTERN 
CALLIGRAPHIC ART or ABC for short. 
The basic concept of ABC is very simple. It is a club 
for people who love and appreciate the art of western 
calligraphy and where people with similar interest can 
get together to exchange ideas and information. Their 
general aim is to elevate the standard of western 
calligraphy through workshops and practices, to 
promote the interest and awareness of calligraphy to 
general public of Hong Kong, and most of all, to have 
fun with calligraphy! 
The ALPHA BETA CLUB is a non-profit society of 
persons interested in the art of western calligraphy. 






Eric Owen Moss 
Calligraphy is aesthetic, not only 
in terms of how you see but how 
you think 
and feel and understand, 
because the form is elemental 
in the formation of 
culture and its association with 
language. Calligraphy contains 
a structure 
that represents a coherent, 
intelligible world. Can architec-
ture confirm that? 
-Eric Owen Moss 
； / / 
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The process of calligraphy writing 1 
The process of calligraphy writing 2 
The process of calligraphy writing 3 
Explorations on stroke-writing 
Chinese calligraphic Tools 
Content of Writing 
What am I looking at/have observed 
process 









A PROCESS OF CALLIGRAPHY WRITING 





A PROCESS OF CALLIGRAPHY WRITING 2 





A PROCESS OF CALLIGRAPHY WRITING 3 






EXPLORATION ON STROKE-WRITING 
Chinese Calligraphic Tools 
• Xuan paper (it is rather porous and absorbent 
and encourage the ink to run fast and bleed 
quickly, writing is hard to control but I 
appreciate its sensitivity) 
• Ink (ink stone/ink stick) 
• Brush/ Pen 
I like their sensitivity; they can show the subtleties 
of different qualities of strokes. 
Content of Writing 
Calligraphy go hand in hand with language. If you 
do not have this in mind, you cannot write 
calligraphy. But the meaning of language always 
distract you, from looking into the true qualities of 
each stroke. Although I chose Chinese calli-
graphic tools, I am not going to write Chinese 
characters. They distract me by their meanings, 
so I chose simple and basic elements of another 
language-Roman alphabets to start with and look 
at the qualities of each stroke. 
I am not going to study the formal language of 
Chinese calligraphy, I look at the energy and 
intuition when I am writing the calligraphy. 
What am I looking at/ have observed 
I am not only looking at the PRODUCT but also 
the PROCESS/INPUT. The EXPERIENCE of 
calligraphy (experience of architecture) 
Process 
Preparation, grinding ink/how I input/what is in my 
mind/intuition/how to convert that energy into 
calligraphy by using calligraphy tool. 
Chinese calligraphy is a rhythmic art, while the 
pen moves, the brush dances. The whole body 
moves. 
thesis design report 
19 
A NARRATIVE OF CALLIGRAPHY WRITING 
PROCEDURES OF WRITING THIS LETTER 
Prepare the tools. I make sure the brush soak 
enough ink and the tip is sharp. 
I have the letter in my mind. e.g. letter "a". 
I feel I have enough confidence, it is 
the energy for the first stroke. Then I start 
to write. 
The first stroke is the most powerful stroke, 
much heavier, faster and free. 
The second stroke is mild, lighter, slower 
and more controlled, it balances and 
harmonize with the first stroke. It is always 
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Installation -A Simulation Process 







































People who are coming to the building are creating 
their own style of calligraphy by the activities they 
participated in the building. Learning In transit-
Learning is a process/creating process, people come 
to the building, they shape and create the building, 
and they create spaces, that is the architectural 
calligraphic spaces. 
I am going to do an installation to simulate this 
process of calligraphy with architecture. 
I found from the books that the best calligraphy is 
mostly related with EMOTION (that related to the 
program) and NATURE (that related to the site 
selection). 





Installation-A Simulation Process 
Concept Diagram 
々对 Vt(L(jL h M 坊 < ^ 、 
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This is the concept of MY BUILDING 













• Design the experience/journey from lousy city 
life to the building to calm down people cause 
that calm down journey is essential for 
people before coming to experience new 
things/ before they can appreciate things, 
become more sensitive. 
Diagram 
、...八、 
Including other art, Dance cause they are 
both about motion/movement. 













A Narrative of Marine Biology Study 
A Narrative of Diving 
A Narrative of Hiking 
A Narrative of Calligraphy Writing 
An Impression of Site from Calligrapher's eyes 






From the process of designing the installation, I can 
see my building will be consisted of three parts. 




And the spaces will be inspired by the peoples' 
movement. 
The building will be implemented into a site in Hoi Ha, 
building design will be started together with the 
programme. 
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Facts & Issues Devlopment 
Calligraphy + Architecture = Callitecture 
Schedule of Accommodation 






Facts & Issues Development 






Can this experience bring into 
architecture 
Goals 
Narrative of writing process 
into the site and building 
2 Form analysis Can this form put into 
architectural design 
3 Can other people enjoy 
calligraphy even they don't 
know/understand it 
Transform that calligraphic 








Sharing 5 Site Findings How to exploit the site but not 
destroy the natural 
environment 
S! 
To conserve the natural 
environment of the site 
Three Levels of planning，1 is organizing principle, 2 is the buildings and 3&4 are the 
elements of the buildings (determine the schedule of accommodation). The program 
expanded after interviewing with the people who come to the site 
Design process is in the same phase of program development, part of performance 
requirements are determined from the different stages. Most of the performance 
requirements will be developed and fixed during design stage 





Item Facts Issues Goals 
1 Writing process Can this experience bring into 
architecture (PATH) 
(this is the organising principle 
which the building comes out) 
Narrative of writing process 
into the site and building 
Architectural & site issues: 
Form City to Site 
Architectural issue Performance requirement concept 
Circulation 1 way/absolutely one directional-
educational, go through the same 
experience 
Accessibility Remote, go on purpose you got to walk a few distance 
before you see the buildina 
Image 
Environmental impact Good calligraphy after inspired by 
the beauty of nature. Should be 
environmental friendly，harmony 
with the natural environment 
Underground, low building 
Comfort Relaxing 
Safety 
Visibility Whether eye catching or humble? 
Territory For group or individual? 
For all people, blur boundary 














Item Facts Issues Goals 
3 Can other people enjoy 
calligraphy even they don't 
know/understand it 
Transform that calligraphic 
creative process into 
architectural experience 





Item Facts Issues Goals 
4 Installation Encourage interaction Education 
production (NODES) Participation 
(to study peoples' behavior Sharing 
with calligraphy) 
Architectural & site issues (quite personal): 
Within the building (should divide into 3 parts: Education, Participation, and Sharing. 








Int ㊀ faction 「6sponsi\/6 
Flexibility adaptability, choice, variety, 
multi-use, expand/contract 
responsive 
Legibility Sequence of space, orientation, 
layering 
Mood/Ambience Relax, arouse emotional 
response, poetic 
Lighting quality, views, spatial 
arrangement 
Olfactory Smell the scene of ink 
Personalization 
Privacy Need quiet environment for 









item Facts Issues Goals 
5 Site Findings How to exploit the site but not 
destroy the natural 
environment 
To conserve the natural 
environment of the site 
The site is the stopping point for Hikers, Biologists and Divers 




















The building is not only for calligraphers to come, but also for other people, it is not only a 
place for them to appreciate calligraphy and nature but also provide functional use for them. 








design concept -p49 
design development-p5o-59 
Final Design 
schedule of accommodation -pi 
site setting out-pei 
building plans -p62-63 
movement pattern-p64-65 
building models -pewz 






A Calligraphy Retreat 
(Calligraphic Energy •> Form/space -> Arouse 
People's Emotion 
•Generate Internal Energy) 
Energy -Calligraphically 
-Environmentally 
1 • Experience of calligraphy Writing 
2. Participation (Interactive) -Responding 
Building 
• Peoples' Movement 
Energy -Calligraphically 
-Environmentally 





Possible Activities (symbiotic re 
lationship) 
Hiking (in Existing Hiking Trails) 
Diving (Water Sport) 
Nature Learning 
Calligraphy Learning 
Physical & Mental， scientific & cultural 
trains peoples to look at things at differ 
ent angles. 
Planning Strategy (Symbiotic Re-
lationship) 
Make use of existing facilities/scenery 
and incorporate them into the design, 
make the building invisible in the en-
vironment. Make use of natural materi-
als for construction. 
5 main areas: 
2. Symbiotic Relationship (Better benefit 










3. Use of Materials 
• Lichen grows on wall surfaces 
• The building can wear out 
4. Change with Time 
• The building can wear out 









Can this experience bring into architecture? 
Goal: 
Narrative of writing process into the site and building 
From the previous studies of the process of calligraphy writing, the experience of calligraphy writing can bring into 
the building and transform to architectural experience. 
Using natural elements from the environment to carve a space. 
Methodology: Using the same techniques of previous calligraphy explorations. 
natural elements --> 
form 3cl spaces --> 
analysed -•> 
series of 3d spaces 
steps of exploring new spaces using same tecnique of preivous calligraphy 
explorations 
calligraphy strokes -•> 
form alphabet --> 
analysed --> 
series of energy graphs 
steps of calligraphy strokes explorations 






Calligarphy strokes analysis: 
1. Break down the alphabet "a" into 2 consecutive 
strokes. 
2. Study the two consecutive strokes in term of speed, 
mass，proportion and soilid and void relationship. 
A collage formed by a series of pictures of 
pods: 
1. The pods were collected from University 
randomly. By putting three pods together 
and form a simple & neat composition intu-
itively. To take pictures at different angles 
and different part of pods. Then put these 
pictures together, a new series of spaces 
are formed. 
2. Study the movemet, fluidity of space carved 
by the pods. Then draw an energy flow 
diagram to indicate the energy current. 
3. Change it to mono-color and study the 
solid and void relationship, try to put some 










2. Symbiotic Relationship (Better benefit of each 





During the site visit, I found Hoi Ha Wan is a good place 
to study calligraphy, because of the beautiful scenery 
and quiet environment. Besides, I met other people in 
there. Many hikers were grouped at there, they walked 
over from Tai Tan for more than two hours and stopped 
at Hoi Ha for a rest and exchanged of information. When 
I went to the beach, I saw a group of people came there 
for diving and looking at the coral under the water. Be-
sides these people, biologists would come to get some 
sample of coral and water sample for their research. It 
is a place that has a wide range of interests. 
The program of the building began to expand to 
accomodate different users besides calligraphers ac-
cording to the result of the site visit. The idea is, these 
people could live together happily and beneficially in this 
building. 
Possible Activities (symbiotic relationship) 
1. Hiking (in Existing Hiking Trails) 
2. Diving (Water Sport) 
3. Nature Learning 
4. Calligraphy Learning 
Physical & Mental, scientific & cultural, trains peoples to 
look at things at different angles. 
Planning Strategy (Symbiotic Relationship) 
Make use of existing facilities/scenery and incorporate 
them into the design, make the building invisible in the 
environment. Make use of natural materials for construc-
tion. 
5 main areas: 
1.Diving 




Learn from nature: lichen- symbiotic association of a 
fungus & an alga. It is a bio-indicator of air quality 
Symbiosis -the interaction between 2 or more species that benefits at least one of them 
"Callitecture" -a place to house these four kinds of visitors for their benefit of each one, they 
can learn and share from each other. 
SYMBIOTIC 
RELATIONSHIP 
diagram showing the symbiotic relationship between different 
users 






From the interview, certain program are requested by other visitors, the suggested pro-
gram to be added to the site to enhance interactions, to facilate the symbiotic 
realationship. 
From the interview, the hikers need a place 
for them to rest and also could provide food 
for them to eat, a tidy place would be appreci-
ated. 
The existing hiking trail will be incorporated 
into the new building design, the hikers follow 
the existing hiking trail will lead into the builing 
interior which interaction between the hikers 
and calligraphers is enhanced. A communal 
space which serves both types of people, pro-
vide a place for them to rest, eat and hang 
out. It is programmed to be a cafe with chang-
ing room, restrooms and lockers. 
— Mr A««^  fct 1 
• ^ fO. r ^ f ^ / ^ ^ - f . ^ j J ‘ 
incorporate the hiking trail into the building 
Hoi Ha is a one of the reserved marine parks 
in Hong Kong, it is famous for the wide range 
of coral species. There are coral beaches 
along the bay, many local divers come be-
cause of them. 
Servers丨 floating platforms with magnifying 
glass will be installed along the coral beaches, 
not only serve as a resting platform for divers 
when they come out of water, but also pro-
vide a viewing platform for hikers to look at 
the coral under the water. It is a good place 
for these two kinds of people to share their 
experience of hiking and diving, so that they 
learn from each other. 
additions to site: 
floating coral viewing platform 
A fresh-water stream flows from the moun-
tain to the sea-water in Hoi Ha Wan, formed 
a mangrove swamp with mangrove plant and 
organisms which are able to live both in fresh 
and salt-water. Biologists will come often to 
collect samples for their studies, but other 
people may not know the biology. A 
permanade which made of wood and bam-
boo will be built along the swamp. Visitor can 
view the bay along this permande and can 
meet the biologists, learn about the nature 
from them. additions to site: 
viewing permanade 










New getty 4 
( 1 ) Accommodation & Amenities 
2 Calligraphy Learning Area 
3 Biological Interests Area 
A ) Diving Area 
(5) Hiking Area 
Hiking Trail 
. — • ‘ 
2 ) 
-考 
， ； 1 • f 






/ . Beach 
• 1 、、：‘八奏‘ 
/ 
Ex. roundabout 
Wild camp site & BBQ 
'厂 
•V 
Arrival includiing car parking/ 
loading & unloading areas 
This is the point that can see 
the entire bay from upper level 
Hoi Ha Road 
vehicular access 
4 




PROPOSAL-DESIGN DEVELOPMENT c 
People who come to the building will create 
their own style of calligraphy by the activities 
they participated in the building. 
Learning in Transit -learning is a process/cre-
ating process, people come to the building, 
they shape and create the building, and they 
create spaces, that is the architectural calli-
graphic spaces. 
The building will be consisted of theree parts. 




And the spaces will be inspired by peoples' 
movement. 
A Narrative of a hiker in "Callitecture，， 
1 • Working in the city, busy city life, routine 
job, artificial/man-made environment. 
2. Go to "Callitecture", make a reservation and 
decided to stay for 2days. And you start to 
prepare yourself to go to a different environ-
ment. 
3. You take a bus/coach at Shatin to Pak Tarn 
Chung. 
4. Then bus stop at Pak Tarn Chung, you can-
not drive in teh country park reserved area 
without permit, you need to wait for special 
shuttle bus which only runs on holidays, or 
you can take a taxi which will cost you about 
HK$ 50. 
5. You go through a road which full of vegeta-
tion. You can see many boy scouts are hav-
ing their country park orinentation training. 






DESIGN PROPOSAL-DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
6. When you about arrrive, you will see a pan-
oramic view of Hoi Ha Wan. 
7. You need to walk through a freshwater 
stream from the carpark to the lodging aea. 
You will be surprised by the building design, 
the use of natural materials，lichen and plant 
grew on the wall surface which you can seldem 
see in the city. The use of natural daylighting 
and natural ventilation, you can even see the 
farming fiels outside. 
8. You check-in and drop off the backpack, 
you want to go out for some leisure activites. 
There are serveral options: 
a. biological interest -mangrove habitat 
b. hiking trails 
c. diving 
d. calligraphy education center 
9. You choose hiking, you gather at the start-
ing point of the hiking trail. When you are 
climbing up the mountain, you enjoy the beau-
tiful scenery of Hoi Ha Wan. After 2 hours, 
you are tired and want to have a rest, you want 
to find a place to eat and rest, then you reach 
a diving station which has a getty that you can 
go back to teh complex by boat. And you can 
see the some floating platform with magnify-
ing glass for you to look at the coral under the 
water. Some divers are resting on the plat-
form, you can talk with them and you can share 
your own exprience with each other, and teach 
other about the water and mountain. 
10. You go back to the complex by boat. 
11. Next day you can go to the calligraphy cen-
tre to join a one day calligraphy workshop to 
learn how to write calligraphy and meet people 
from different background. 
12. You can have your meal at the canteen, 
cafe or you can have barbeque at night with 
your friends. 
13. You can even bring your camping equip-
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“…The person or society, is desensitized by a growing callousness of the soul and decay of the environment 
Insensitivity comes in with a paraphernalia of banners to camouflage the loss of joy once identifiable with 
daily routines, one of them the rotual of food..." 
sketchbooks of Paolo Soleri 
"•••Dance is a way of appropriating space through movements of the body..." 
"The interplay of the garden and the architecture demands metal participation. 
The monk sitting on the veranda, gazing at teh garden, is not passive but ac-
tively engaged in the environment, exemplifying the ZEN principle of mindful-
ness. “ 
"•••certain natural objects traditionally have served symbolic functions, from sa-
cred rocks to sacred mountains..." 
" - t h e r e are collective and individual symbols, the former t y p i c a l l y being reli-
gion..." 
Spiritual path, sacred place -mth, ritual & meaning in architectum 






CONCEPTUAL M O D E L 2 
"The candle, as a repository of f i re , is one of the earlist technological innovationd followed by the 
wheel, one of the most important innovations in the history of technology." 
"The lamp is a device for protection and to control nature to his advantage." 
"The interplay of the garden and the architecture demands metal participation. 
T/?e monk sitting on the veranda, gazing at teh garden, is not passive but actively engaged in the 
environment, exemplifying the ZEN principle of mindfulness.“ 
"…certain natural objects traditionally have served symbolic functions, from sacred rocks to sacred 
mountains..." 
"•••there are collective and individual symbols, the former typically being religion..." 
Spiritual path, sacred place -mth, ritual & meaning in amhitecture 
The natural form of the building integrated into to 
pography of the site, the space inside is organic. 
conceptual model 2 
thesis design report 
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1. The exhibition gallery 
2. The stairway connect exhibition block and meditation block 
3. The entrance of exhibition block 
4. The exisiting hiking trail incorporated into the building. 
5. The entrnce of meditation block 
6.The meditation block 
‘ •! -.bO^ 







FINAL DESIGN-SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION 
Learning Block 
Main studio x3 






















90 ID. sq 




Outdoor diving space 120 m.sq 
Changing rooms @20 m.sq 
General storage 60 m.sq 
Small laboratory 30 m.sq 
Hiking rest-place 30 m.sq 
Carpark 8 m.sq 
Accommodation 
Check-in/reception 
Disable module for 
2 people + toilet x 6 
Couple module x 30 
Bathroom w/ toilets : 
male & female at each level x 
Store room at each level x 5 
Canteen included pantry 
36 m.sq 
@ 30 m.sq 
@ 15 m.sq 
@ 18 m.sq 
@ 6 m.sq 
72 m. sq 





FINAL DESIGN-SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION & SITE SETTING OUT 
^ • MARINE PARK* AND RESERVE / ] 々 二 r 
Supporting utility 各鸯 
Water tank lu二：。t^y 
Water pump room ^ .,、.裝。；}人 
Transformer room 
Backup electricity generator room ‘ ^ij ‘ “ 
“ ‘ ‘ * / Solar energy receiver 
Wind/tidal energy receiver 
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lower floor of 
learning 
block 
upper floor of 
learning 
block 





F I N A L DESIGN-MOVEMENT PATTERN 









FINAL DESIGN-MOVEMENT PATTERN 
lower floor of 
exhibition 
block 







FINAL BUILDING MODELS 
1:1000 site model 
behind, 
1:250 building 
model in front. 
1:250 building model 
shows the relationship 
between each building 
block. 











building model show the 
interior spaces and the 
relationship between 
each building block k 、 、 - T l 












use of energy -p74 
waste water treatment system -p75 
water use strategy--p76-77 
sun tracking device-p78 
Life Safety 




calligraphy exploration -p92-ioi 
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私 Double-faced rubble wall section 
Reinforeced hollow unit wall 






Reinforced concrete retaining wall 




CONSTRUCTION-GENERAL STRUCTURE drainage is required to relie 
200mm 糊 p r e s s u r e behind wall 
Reinforced concrete retaining wall 
wood floor joists 
80mm bearing'X 
anchor traps at every 4th joist 
laid into horizontal joint 
flat stone for bearing 
1000mm thickness 
15mm expansion joii 
Double-faced rubble wall section 
thesis design report 
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reinforced walls ai 
tied to concrete 
foundation waits _ 
with steel dowels 
that overlap the 
reinforcement in the 
Reinforeced hollow unit wall 
rigid plastic foam 
insulstion 
to outer face of 
single wythe walls 
fill 
w/ grout 
steel dowels from wall tie into 








unit installed with a 
mounting fin to wood 
blocking with 
masonry opening 
transom is similar 
to narrow mullion 暑 
TRANSOM 
SILL 
Window opening of masonry wall 
thesis design report 
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soil/stone reused as 
construction materials 
calligraphic centre 
earth formwork from 
excavation of calligraphic 
build the structural/services 
column first 
then build the structural wall & 
compartments 
* make access road for cranes & vehicles to reach the site. 
* tree felling proposal & tree transplantation to nearby places. 
* hoarding construction to protect the public. 
* environmental monitoring/ SEIA to monitor site discharge, solid 
waste disposal & air pollution. 
* building services: 
-plumbing & drainage- BioCycle wastewater treatment system, 
rainwater recollecting, 
-daylighting-sun tracking devices 
-electricity & mechanical systems 
mainly get from natural resources of the site & back up from the 
existing sources fron CLP & WSD. 





ENVIRONMENTAL-USE OF ENERGY 
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: 
Use of Energy 
Lighting 
Natural Ventilation 
The building complex should make use of natural energy in order not 
to depends too much on the man-made energies (electricity) which 
may cause harm to the environment during the production. 
1. Solar energy -solar heater will be instated at the hostel to provide 
hot water for shower and washing. 
2. Lighting -Natural daylighting will be used to light up the interior of 
Learning Block, Exhibition Block and Meditation Block during sunny 
day by using sun tracking device, as a result, reduced the depen-
dence on electricity. 
3. Natural ventilation -service chimney will be used to create stack 
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service chimney for daylighting natural ventilation & struaural 
SCHEMATIC SECTION SHOWING THE ENERGY STRATEGY 





ENVIRONMENTAL -WASTE WATER TREATEMNT SYSTEM 
Hoi Ha is a reserved marine park. In order not 
to destroy the environment and affect the 
water quality, the water discharge to the sea 
should comply with the statutory requirements 
of EPD, the waste water should be treated 
before discharge to the sea. 
A waste water treatment system is applied to 
treated the waste water, the waste water is 
mainly discharged from the hostels. 
Installation of septic tank and percoltion sys-
tem are not desired environmentally safe. A 
small BioCylce sewage treatment system is 
installed. A single system is designed to treat 
domestic waste water arising from up to 15 
persons. Multiple systems will be used to serve 
the population. 
The disinfection option will be employed to 
avoid contamination of ground water. The sys-
tem does not have overflow disposal outlet. 
In event of pump malfunction it will continue 
to accept up to two to three days discharge. 
The monitoring system will have alerted the 
office. Since surface irrigation will be employed 
so that any overflow will be automatically dis-
infected to minimising the risk of any health 
hazard. 
Typtcal Longttudlruu Socoon Uvough 
Sub-S^Ko lmg«tion Area. 
WASTE WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM 











waste water treatment system 
Diagram show the distribution of BioCycle waste water 
treatment system in the complex 














ENVIRONMENTAL-WATER USE STRATEGY 
Rainwater for washing and cleaning is collected along a gully at the upper perimeter, 
and stored at the highest point of each retreat. Fresh water for drinking or food prepa-
ration is taken from fresh water stream . Rain falling onto buildings and the upper 
garden flows naturally into the central upper water tank. 
173 m^ 
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ENVIRONMENTAL-WATER USE STRATEGY 
GREY WATER TREATMENT 
Most waste water is naturally filtered through reed beds, and fed into the lower pool. 
Water is also collected at the lower perimeter and filtered into the lower water tank.The 
tank can be used to irrigate high-demand and greenhouse crops. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL - S U N TRACKING DEVICE 
The purpose of sun-tracking mirror system is 
to provide an even light spread and adequate 
light levels for turning off ail ambient electric 
lights during sunny and bright cloudy days. 
The sun-tracking mirrors face east in the 
morning. As the sun rises, they follow the sun 
using the patented tracking system.The mir-
rors recieve optimum reflective benefits dur-
ing medium and low sun angles and partially 
shadows the skylight during summer high sun 
angles. When the sun sets in the evening, the 
tracking system returens teh mirror to the east 
to wait for the next morning sun. The system 
delivers enough dayligh to turn off electric 
lights from one hour after sun ise to one hour 
before sunset -n average often hours per day. 
LIFE SAFETY: 
Emergency fire exit 
PS r . ' i f r o r & SkyliijM "iv、tr”. 
LIGHT SPREAD 
SLnr-^ /if co/VcfKYi liiturq .if^rjm £ ；cv/ mn fcf 4S-D5 Shyhij^i OonH' ipns n 个 Sld rracJkJrrj fAtrfx>Tv J.^ OS Kq 'n ^  '9,234 yq rfv 
rSAStandAlunv Sy.l^tv 
EVEN LIGHT SPREAD 
^unhght thrtuy .yH^d.un: S 'o»v sun 
for 4S-F5A Skyh^t Poroc Itvtt 2, f 7b + 
iao Trsckin^ Mrrrofi 1 fiOt w; t4Z, “ 3,910 rn 
The buildings are only one to two storeys high with integration into topography, means of escape 
is very simple and direct. The above diagram shows the emergency fire exit location. Beyond 
these exit points are safe places. Teh distance between any two adjacent exites are less than 
36m as required by the codes. 







1. The hostel design used straight line, the other blocks used curve lines, 
what are the rationale behind. Using purely curve lines in teh learning 
block，exhibition block and meditation block may have a problem of 
sameness which people would not recognise the place, as a result dis-
orientation. To solve this problem by using both striaght lines and curve 
lines. 
2. In such site with beautiful scenery，provide more chances for people to 
appreciate the nature is essential, more windows should provide. As cal-
丨igraphy is an intraverted activity, a more enclosed and private spaces are 
created to privacy for visitor, framed views and special light beams are 
created to give a spiritual effect of space which required enclosed space. 
3. The existing hiking trail cuts through the building is brutal, diversion is 
a better solution and can diverse hikers into the building. As a result, both 
hiker and calligraphers can meet and share their experience. 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1. A History of Calligraphy 
AlbertineGaur The British Library 
2. Walking to Where the River Ends 
Wa叩 FangYu Library of Congress Cataloging 
3. Chinese Calligraphy Its History & Aesthetic 
Motivation 
William W _ s Oxford University Press 
4. The Chinese Art of Writing 
Jean Francois Billeter Rizzoli New York 
5. Pentagram 
David 
6. Eric Owen Moss 
James Steele 
7. Holy Island Project 




8. Le CorbusierThe Chapel at Ronchamp 
DamelPauly Foundation Le Corbusier 
9. Sketchbooks of Paolo Soleri 
10. Spirtual Path, Sacred Place 
Thomas Berrie 
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Content of Writing 
Calligraphy go hand in hand with language. If you do not have this in mind, you can not write 
calligraphy. But the meaning of language always distract you, from looking into the true qualities of 
each stroke. Although I chose Chinese calligraphic tools, I am not going to write Chinese characters 
They distract me by their meanings, so I chose simple and basic elements of another language-
Roman alphabets to start with and look at the qualities of each stroke. 
1 am not going to study the formal language of Chinese calligraphy, I look at the energy and intuition 
wtien I am writing the calligraphy. 
What am I looking at/ have observed 
I am not only looking at the PRODUCT but also the PROCESS/INPUT. The EXPERIENCE of 
calligraphy (experience of architecture) 
A N A R 
、 
RATIVE OF CALLIGRAPHY WRIT ING 
PROCEDURES OF WRITING THIS LETTER 
Prepare the tools.l make sure the brush soak 
enough ink and the tip is sharp. 
？ 1 have the letter in my mind. e.g. letter "a". 
1 feel I have enough confidence, it is 
the energy for the first stroke. Then 1 start 
to write. 
It The first stroke is the most powerful stroke, much heavier, faster and free. 
卞J The second stroke is mild, lighter, slower and more controlled, it balances and harmonize with the first stroke. It is always a "yin-yang" relationship between the two strokes. 
m 
Calligraphy is aesthetic, not only in terms of how you see but 
how you think and feel and understand, because the form is 
elemental in the formation of culture and its assoication with 
language. The narrative of calligraphic experience is personal 
and delightful, calligraphy writing gives an energy that leads 





A NARRATIVE OF DIVING 
:What's your Job? Why you come here? 
:I'm a SECRETARY working in an archite 
WAN. I come here for DIVING. Hoi Ha Wan is one of the best 
land VEHICLE ACCESSIBLE CORAL DIVE SITES In HK. 
Do you like the beach here? 
The BEACH here Is NOT THAT INTERESTING. UNLESS you are prepared to SPEND 
TIME to look around. There are a lot of COLORFUL TUBE ANEMONES around the area 
where the sand drops down to a rocky seabed. 
:Where do you go under the water? 
:About 300m from the small jetty is HOI HAWRECK.lt is the remains of a 
ferrocement barge that was used to carry out reclamation work in a nearby area. 
The wreck is covered with SEA LIFE. I also like to COLLECT SEA ANEMONES, 
they TASTE GOOD! 
What else can you see under the water? 
There are a lot of COLORFUL CORAL and CLOWN FISH as well. 
:How often you come here? 
:I mostly come in SUMMER-TWICE A MONTH. 
A NARRATIVE OF MARINE BIOLOGY STUDY 
m s 
:What's yourJob? Why do you come here? 
MARINE BIOLOGIST working in HKUST. I come here to collect samples tor my 
:This is a MANGROVE SWAMP,these brackish waters are a favourite location tor a 
fish fly nursery; the river is full of nutrition as i1 flows into the sea, and the mangrove 
roots 
;What's a mangrove swamp? 
:Mangrove trees are unique in being able to LIVE BOTH IN FRESH- AND SAL7WA 
TER. They use osmosis to filter the salt from the seawater. and are easily 
recognisable by their RAISED ROOT-SYSTEMS. MUD SKIPPERS prefer to live on 
land than In water (which is why they are the only fish with eyelids), and they recieve 
oxygen from water carried in special sacs.Their limb-like breast fins enable them to 
To help you think like a fish' a knowledge of its physiology is a great advantage. Fishes differ from ourselves in a large number of ways. Some of the ways are difficult to appreciate. I 
get hungrier when the weather is cold and our appetite dropi 
near freezing. Why so? Because we are warmblooded. Muct" 
temperature falls. The colder it gets the less it needs to eat. 
AK : What you guys doing here? 
Hiker : We stop at here for some REST and have some FOOD. We walked 
over from TAl TAN for more than 2 hours. It's time to rest, 
Do you like this place? 
Yes. it's beautiful, especially the beach down there, I always stay on 
the beach for a nap before leaving. I 
‘ facilities for us hill walkers, 
1 1 M i l l t T T r t l - f f l T f T ^ i 
:What kind of facilities? 
:We used to gather at this village because it has stores for us to buy some 
food, but this village is very messy, full of cow manure and it's also 
difficult to us to find a toilet. ATID/ PLACE would compliment this scenery. 
A NARRATIVE ON CALLIGRAPHY WRITING 
CalligraphertAK) :This is a CALLIGRAPHIC PLACE! Look at the shapes of the stream and roadll the 
movement of water flow, isn't this a NATURAL CALLIGRAPHY? I like that RIDGE, it sits on the beach with color 
change during the day. it is SIMPLE BUT RICH, like THREE DIMENSIONAL CALLIGRAPHY STROKES. 
IMPRESSION OF THE SITE FROM A CALLIGRAPHER'S EYES 
I STAGE 1 I STAGE 2 | STAGES | 
I 'personal goal-PROMOTE CAIiLIGRAPHY EDUCATION 'exploratlon-A NARRATIVE OF CALLIGRAPHY WRITING i "site -SITE ANALYSIS i 

























•PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS/ SCEHDULE OF ACCOMMODATION 
•DESIGN CONCEPTS 
Check-in/reception 
Disable module for 
2 people + toilet x 6 
Couple module x 30 
Bathroom w/ toilets : 
male & female at each level > 
Store room at each level x 5 






5 0 18 m.sq 
@ 6 m.sq 
72 m. sq 
Water tank ； | 
Water "pijinp-r^ cyfi.. 
Transformer 
Backup electricity generator room 
receiver 
Wind/tidal energy receiver 
( m 
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/' 一all laboratory 
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Sunh^ht c'j:tcit!c4i ihtrin.) nuKi.uir. & / o w sun •.ruj!* 
fnrdS-FSA Sky!:tjfH Dorm* lotr* 2 , f in + 
Sun TrDckintj f / r r r o r i 1 f:VL u; u:. •• 3.91 Oiq tr. 
SUN TRACKING DEVICES 
learning block 
f 1 build the structural/ 
services column first 
then build the 
structural wall & 
compartments 
* make access road for cranes & vehicles to reach the site. 
* tree felling proposal & tree transplantation to nearby places. 
* hoarding construction to protect the public. 
* environmental monitoring/ SEIA to monitor site discharge, solid 
waste disposal & air pollution. 
* building services: 
-plumbing & drainage" BtoCycle wastewater treatment system, 
rainwater recollecting, 
-daylighting-sun tracking devices 
-electricity & mechanical systems 
mainly get from natural resources of the site & back up from the 
existing sources fron CLP & WSD, 
/ 應 � � � < 
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